
Simermeyer, Sequoyah
From: Simermeyer, Sequoyah
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2011 6:51 PM
To: Kunesh, Patrice
Subject: Fw: Tejon issues

From: Sibbison, Heather <huugBpl > oUaro>
To: Simermeyer, Sequoyah
Sent: Tue May 17 17.54:54 2011
Subject: Tejon issues

Sequoyah,

We are now understanding from the Office of the Solicitor that part of the holdup on the Tejon recognition issue
may have something to do with a lawsuit from some group which claims to be Tejon, and/or issues from some
other groups showing up on the FAP wait list which also claim some connection to Tejon?

While early on Lee Fleming had raised some issues about some other groups (and we brought Dr. Johnson, the
Tribe's anthropologist in to meet with Lee in person, and Dr. Johnson walked Lee through every question Lee
raised), that was many years ago (before this Administration arrived), Lee at the time said he was satisfied with
the answers, and no one has ever raised those issues again.

It is profoundly upsetting to hear that new (or old) issues continue to be raised so late in the process (the Tribe's
Request has been awaiting action from the Bureau for five years, three of those years in this Administration).  I
know you are wildly

Thanks very much Sequoyah,
Heather
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DISCLAIMER:

This e-mail message contains confidential, privileged information intended solely for the addressee.  Please do
not read, copy, or disseminate it unless you are the addressee. If you have received it in error, please call us
collect) at (202) 457 -6000 and ask to speak with the message sender. Also, we would appreciate your
forwarding the message back to us and deleting it from your system. Thank you.
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